
FISKER AUTOMOTIVE'S ROAD TO RUIN: How a "Billion-Dollar Startup Became a Billion-Dollar Disaster"

Original Documents Detail How 2 of America's Smartest VCs - KLEINER PERKINS & NEW ENTERPRISE ASSOCIATES - & Others Will Lose Over $1 Billion Dollars In "The Largest Venture Capital

Investment Debacle in U.S. History"...U.S. TAXPAYERS Will Lose Up to $200M on Failed 2010 Dept. of Energy Loan To FISKER In Largest Taxpayer Loss Since SOLYNDRA...Another 1,200 Individual

Investors Were Induced To Invest A Total of $142M In Now Worthless Fisker Stock By A Small Brokerage Firm Shuttered By S.E.C. For "Fraudulent Sales Practices On Private Clean Energy Company

Stock Investments"...FISKER To File For Bankruptcy Within Days

April 17, 2013, 1:00 pm ET (New York City) - After weeks of analysis by PrivCo’s staff of attorneys, accountants and financial analysts, PrivCo has released its timeline detailing Fisker Automotive’s “ROAD

TO RUIN”, supported by over 11,000 pages of original never-before published documents obtained through multiple Freedom Of Information Act requests.

PrivCo CEO Sam Hamadeh: "Fisker Automotive will go down as the largest venture capital-backed debacle in U.S. history, with over $1.3 Billion lost.  Fisker spent a stunning $660,000 for each vehicle it

produced, a vehicle that had a sticker price of $100,000."
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PrivCo's Conclusion on Fisker's Road To Ruin

That Fisker repeatedly defaulted on the terms and covenants of its $528.7 Million U.S. Department of Energy ("DOE") Loan ("DOE Loan") and Credit

Agreement (“Credit Line”) without action taken by the DOE to enforce the DOE Loan's Terms of Breach and Covenants of Default and prevent any further quarterly

Draw-Downs of Cash from the DOE Loan and Credit Line.

 

That the U.S. Department of Energy applied negligent underwriting standards in granting the DOE Loan and Credit Agreement to Fisker, which was by any

commercial standard clearly a financially unqualified borrower for the loan. Fisker was incapable of meeting any of the Loan's Repayment Schedules, fulfilling

its Required Production Milestones, and meeting any of its Financial Projections required by the Loan's Events of Default. Fisker repeatedly defaulted on the DOE

Loan's and Credit Line's Terms & Covenants, and in return the Agency demonstrated gross negligence in both its Underwriting and Approval of the $528.7 Million

Loan to FISKER, as well as its supervision of the Loan's and Credit Line's Terms. This is despite receiving quarterly required updates from FISKER (as proven by

original documents obtained by PrivCo), with each update demonstrating that Fisker was in breach of the Terms and Covenants of its DOE $528.7 Million DOE Loan

and Credit Line as early as September, 2011, merely months after its DOE Loan and Credit Line Agreement was signed and effective.  If the U.S. DOE enforced the

terms of the DOE Loan and Credit Line Agreement and immediately issued a "Drawdown Stop Notice", the DOE would have protected taxpayers from near-certain

losses of the $192.3 Million that Fisker borrowed and received in cash.

 

That the U.S. Department of Energy finally issued a "Drawdown Stop Notice" under the "Consequences of Default" provisions of the Fisker DOE Loan and Credit

Agreement in June 2011, yet took no action to enforce the other rights to seize control of the company, or to compel a Chapter 11 filing or a sale of the

company for the benefit of U.S. taxpayers (at a time when Fisker still had assets, an equity valuation in private funding in the hundreds of millions of dollars, and

significant investor interest still existed in the clean energy sector - now materially impaired in investment activity according to PrivCo's private clean-energy

investment tracking).

 

That despite the U.S. DOE's private issuance of a Drawdown Stop Notice to Fisker and to the U.S. Federal Financing Bank where Fisker had been regularly making

cash withdrawals using its $528.7 Million credit line, the U.S. Department of Energy made no announcement to the public that Fisker was in default of its DOE

Loan and Credit Line Agreements and no longer had access to the remaining balance of $336.4 Million. This resulted in the continued reliance on

hundreds of individual investors purchasing Fisker stock in the hundreds of millions of dollars through the Advanced Equities "AEI Fisker" limited liability

corporations based on the assumption that Fisker had continued and substantial access to the remaining $336.4 Million of credit line liquidity through the U.S.

government. 

 

That Fisker applied for and received a $12.5 Million Loan and a $9 Million Grant for Utilities Expenses Refunds from the State of Delaware's Department of Workforce

Development Fund (established to provide financial incentives to employers to relocate or create new jobs in Delaware). According to documents obtained by PrivCo

through Freedom of Information Act requests, the 2012 annual reporting requirement of the Delaware State Loan to Fisker showed that during that year

Fisker received a check for $2,461,625 to keep the lights on at its shuttered Delaware auto plant which employed a grand total of 3 employees.

 

That the first Fisker DOE Loan and Credit Line Repayment as determined by PrivCo financial analysts (applying the Interest Rates in the Fisker DOE Loan and Credit

Line Agreement - along with the Fisker cash drawdown schedule obtained by PrivCo through its Freedom of Information Act Requests) is due by 1pm ET next

Monday, April 22nd in the amount of $20.2 Million.

 

That Fisker on Friday, April 12th laid off 80% of its last 220 remaining staff members, effective that day, without giving at least 60 days warning and without

making any severance payments, in clear violation of the Federal WARN ACT (which requires 60 days notice and appropriate payments), making Fisker subject to

liabilities and Federal Penalties in excess of $1 Million. On April 15th, a Class Action Lawsuit was filed against Fisker seeking full payments to employees along with

federal fines and penalties under the WARN Act.

 

That in December 2012, Fisker attempted to claim and receive funds as "creditor" from the Bankruptcy Estate of former electric battery supplier A123 Holdings, with

two Proof of Claims Forms filed with the Bankruptcy Court: 1.) $40 Million on the legal theory of "contract negation" - as its supplier contract for electric

batteries was Voided by the Bankruptcy Judge at the request of the Creditors' Committee appointed by the Court, and 2.) a second Proof of Claim for an

additional $50 Million on the theory that Fisker may suffer future warranty claims from A123's electric battery fire risks on 2,200 Fisker vehicles that were

produced.  The court promptly dismissed the $50 Million "supplier contract negation" claim (based on the Bankruptcy Court's power to negate burdensome

contracts). The court looked skeptically on Fisker's second claim on potential theoretical future warranty liability, but last month permitted the claim to at least remain

"timely filed" awaiting future review.  Review of documents obtained by PrivCo reveal that days later Fisker sold and transferred rights to the lesser of: $10

million - or if lower, the amount of the final judgment of this questionable $50 million warranty liability claim to a claim purchasing company for an amount

that is less the typically high interest rate for advancing against a risky court claim (i.e. Fisker gets a desperately needed cash infusion by selling its claim for a

price below the claim's expected value).

 

That this week Henrik Fisker received a Notice To Testify by end of this month before the House Oversight Committee investigating the Department of Energy's

negligence, malfeasance and losses in its DOE Loan and Credit Line to Fisker, approval and oversights, and lack of enforcement of the credit terms (permitting

tens of millions each month in additional cash drawdowns by Fisker despite clear and conclusive written documentary evidence that Fisker was in default of its DOE

Loan and Credit Line Agreement), and accounting of where its total $1.3 Billion in funding has been spent. Henrik Fisker has responded that his primary assets
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consist of less than a 1% stake in Fisker Automotive common stock options that have zero value, and requested travel expenses to testify before the Oversight

Committee.

 

That the leading law firm of Kirkland and Ellis has now completed drafting a Chapter 11 Filing for Fisker Automotive and its affiliates.

 

That Fisker Automotive has less than $20 Million in Cash on Hand, and has lawsuits filed against it by suppliers and trade creditors. These include suits for over

$500,000 by its web design firm, $173,000 in unpaid office rent by the landlord of Fisker's offices, and a class action lawsuit over violations of the Federal WARN Act.

 

That through documents obtained through the Freedom of Information Act by PrivCo, it is revealed that Fisker sold fewer than 2,200 vehicles in the company's

lifetime, a third of which remained on Dealers' lots unsold (Consumers purchased only 1,600 Fisker vehicles before Fisker ceased production of them in 2012).

 

That 1,200+ investors - from Pension Funds to University Endowments - will soon find their investments wiped out as Fisker Automotive, Kleiner Perkins

partner Ray Lane, and Government agencies kept Fisker's troubles secret while Fisker raised even more money from new individual investors. A Kleiner Perkins

spokesperson declined to comment on the record or provide a statement for this Research Report. A Kleiner Perkins partner reached by PrivCo confirmed several

facts on Fisker and Kleiner Perkin's investment in Fisker on condition of anonymity. Calls to Fisker Automotive were not returned.  (Note: Fisker's head of Media

Relations was laid off by the company last week along with 80% of its remaining staff.)  PrivCo confirmed through sources familiar with the matter that Kleiner

Perkins Managing Partner Ray Lane had been "encouraged to resign" as head of the firm, and had in fact resigned.

 

Official statements of PrivCo CEO Sam Hamadeh: "Fisker Automotive will go down as the largest venture capital-backed debacle in U.S. history. The sheer

scale of investment capital and government loan money - over $1.3 Billion in all – was squandered so rapidly and with so little to show for it that the wreckage is

breathtaking. Bankruptcy will be the end of Fisker, but for the taxpayers, venture capital firms, individual investors, laid-off employees, and Fisker’s suppliers, it will

all be too little too late. Fisker spent a stunning $660,000 for each vehicle it produced, a vehicle that had a sticker price of $100,000, and that is sold to auto

dealers for an average of $70,000. Ultimately, Fisker proved to be far better at raising money than at making cars."

 

Select Released Documents Obtained by PrivCo's Weeks-Long Investigation on Privately-Held FISKER AUTMOTIVE Can Be Viewed Under Exhibits on PrivCo's Fisker Automotive, Inc. Profile
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